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Taxi age limits 
back on the menu
At the time of going to press we

have been contacted by TFL to

attend a meeting on Monday the

13th October to discuss the

upcoming ULEZ zone and the

repercussions for our Industry. 

See opposite page for a more in

depth article.

Mercedes Vito
Many of our members have

contacted me regarding the

future of the Vito taxi.

I personally visited Mercedes HQ at

Milton Keynes to discuss the

situation along with the Vito Owners

Club. I was give a demonstration of

the new improved RWS and also

Mercedes have plans for their

dealerships within the M25 to

facilitate Vito taxi owners. 

Hopefully, Mercedes will continue to

support the London cab trade as it

is vital we still have a choice of

vehicle.

GLA investigation
into TFL
Late last month I gave a short ten

minute presentation followed by

questions from the panel into the

GLA investigation into TFL’s

running of London’s taxis and

also the PH. You can read the full

transcript on pages 14 & 15.

Dial a Cab and 
Radio Taxis Group 
in merger talks
As you can see from page 6 it

would seem that talks have

already begun on the possible

merger of the two circuits. 

For this to happen it would mean

that DaC would have to

demutualise. It is worth bearing in

mind that when Radio Taxis

demutualised their drivers were

promised that the shares they

received would be worth £5… and

they are currently trading at 8p.

Grant Davis

Editorial:

L.C.D.C
LEADERS 

NOT FOLLOWERS
JOIN TODAY: 

0207 394 5553
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Taxi age limits back on TfL agenda
LAST WEEK the LCDC

received an email inviting us

to a hastily arranged meeting

to discuss the Mayor’s Ultra

Low Emission Zone proposals

(ULEZ) and the possible

implications for our industry.
Just before going to press I

received a telephone call from the

Deputy Mayor for Transport, Isabel

Dedring, who wanted to discuss

with me the reasons behind the

forthcoming meeting.

Isabel explained to me that

nothing had been set in stone

regarding age limits and that this

forthcoming meeting was merely a

chance for the taxi trade

representatives to hear what TfL

had been working on regarding age

limits and would like input from the

trade.

Isabel went on to explain that they

(TfL) would be informing us of plans

that would cover everything from a

scrappage scheme to special loans

for drivers willing to take part as well

as a number of inducements in the

hope that drivers would upgrade

their older vehicles.

The Club thinks that this is all well

and good, but for us to be

prosperous and invest in these future

vehicles, it is vital that TfL provide the

necessary protection against rogue

Apps and illegal touting that is

rampant within this city.

Make no mistake that although the

Club is willing to undertake dialogue

with TfL on this issue, unless drastic

changes are made in TfL in how

our industry is regulated then we

will play no part in going down this

road, where our work is diminishing

by the day at the same time as

expecting us to invest in newer,

greener vehicles - it would be

commercial suicide.

The last thing the current Mayor of

London would want to leave as his

legacy would be that his regime

oversaw the demise of the London

Taxi trade.

BREAKING NEWS

Deputy Mayor Isabel Dedring called the club, to discuss the upcoming ULEZ meeting

Below: the new range of eco-friendly vehicles coming to London
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Dear Sirs,

I have been using my experience and knowledge of London and its transport system to

help launch a new “People’s App” called Maaxi which enables Londoners to share taxis. I

support the principles that stand behind Maaxi, principles that have been developed in light

of the revolution that smartphones have brought to our transport industry since I left the

mayor’s office.

With the introduction of GPS-enabled iPhone and Android devices, easier transport

planning and door-to-door transport booking have become more than a reality – they have

attracted some of the biggest and most aggressive capitalists in the world including Google

and Goldman Sachs. These new technologies should be used to improve Londoners’ daily

lives by allowing them to book a taxi from the comfort of their homes or offices, increasing

safety and giving more people access to taxis. Sadly the reality is that the technology is

being used to hurt passengers by increasing prices via so-called “surging” or imposing

minimum fares and hurting drivers by commoditising prices and taking large commissions

from taxi fares. This is wrong since Londoners and its drivers deserve better. As you know,

my successor has kow-towed to the new entrants.

Whilst competition has its place, there is no place for de-

regulation by stealth which hits taxi drivers who have worked

for years to acquire “The Knowledge”. This is where Maaxi

can help. It benefits taxi drivers by charging no commissions

on their normal fares and giving them the opportunity to

increase their trade through shared taxi rides which have the

potential to double, triple or even quadruple the taxi business

in London and cut private vehicle traffic. This App will provide

me with door-to-door transport at a fraction of the cost of a

minicab, let alone a taxi, and only slightly more expense than

travelling by public transport.

This is truly a “saving instead of surging” revolution, and will allow every Londoner to use

black cabs. It is what technology should do for the world and I wholeheartedly support it. It

will help London and I hope the taxi trade will promote Maaxi among Londoners and ensure

that drivers stand behind a company that has created a “People’s App.” And in so doing

stop Uber driving the black cab trade into extinction!

Sincerely, Ken Livingstone

FORMER MAYOR KEN LIVINGSTONE ENDORSES MAAXI APP
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Recently the Chairman of Dial a

Cab, Brian Rice, wrote to all

members regarding a proposed

merger with Radio Taxis

(Mountview).

He describes it as a 'radically

different proposal', but just how

radical is it and is it the sort of

radicalism that will benefit DaC's

membership?

According to Mr Rice the reason for

a merger is because of what he calls

the 'digital disrupters' such as

Cab:app, Hailo and Uber who are

making inroads into the traditional

world of radio circuits. His answer is

certainly radical - create a bigger

radio circuit.

The DaC assets were valued by

Cab:app at £15 million, which

includes £6 million banked cash and

a freehold building clear of debt. 

So what will Radio Taxis bring to the

party? According to their accounts

for the year ended November 2013

they have cash assets of only

£2,712 (down from £186,205 in the

previous year). More troubling is

their decline in profitability. In 2013

the taxi gross transaction value was

£24.5 m (down from £26.7 m from

the previous year) but resulted in a

£639,000 loss (as opposed to

£6,000 profit from the previous

year). Additionally Radio Taxis carry

a bank overdraft of £2.6 million (an

increase of half a million pounds

from the previous year).

Readers will remember that

Cab:app made an offer to DaC. It is

interesting to briefly compare the

details of the respective deals.

The Cab:app deal:
Valuation of DaC £15 million

Definite cash offer to members of

£11,400 or 8,500 with £2,850 re-

invested

Digital Technology - fully operational

Cab:app system

Investment commitment - £2 million

Trade issues - black cabs only - no

private hire

Vision - clear view for the future

involving latest innovations in

technology, media and marketing

Management - existing proven team

who have developed the business

The DaC proposals
Valuation of DaC - not given

Tentative cash offer to members of

£4,000 from cash assets plus

possible £6,000 from sale of HQ

building

Digital technology - none

Trade issues - black cabs and

private hire (Concierge and One

Transport)

Vision - Not mentioned but involving

more of the same with the possibility

of a single despatch system

Management - not mentioned but

liley to be more of the same

The Cab:app offer was turned down

by DaC Board and never put to the

membership despite assurances

that they would at the 2014 AGM.

However, the importance of the

Cab:app offer is that it sets a

minimum standard for evaluating

any further offers.

How does this benefit DaC

members, who after all own their

organisation while radio taxis drivers

do not? There is no mention of any

proposed management structure or

of the payment of golden hellos for

Board members, or of fat salaries,

lucrative share options, generous

pensions and handsome

compensation should the whole

edifice collapse. 

At present the combined Board

costs come to just under £1 million a

year. 

Taken at face value this proposal

appears to have more benefits for

management than for members.

Dial a Cab proposes merger with 
Mountview House Group (Radio Taxis)

Top: Geoffrey Riesel
Right: Brian Rice with
Brian McBride,
Mountview's majority
shareholder



POLICE IGNORED a sex attack
by a minicab driver on a
professional woman leaving
him free to strike again 10
days later, a court heard.
Alaksur Rahman, 39, assaulted

a media executive as she
returned home from a party in
Hoxton in June last year, the jury
was told.
Police decided to take no

further action against Rahman
following the attack, and 10 days
later he sexually assaulted a PR
executive as she headed home
from a night out in Shoreditch.
Rahman, of Poplar, was jailed

for 30 months at Snaresbrook
crown court after he admitted
two charges of sexual assault.
He has a previous conviction for
soliciting for business as a
minicab driver.
Sentencing, Judge Martin

Zeidman said: “The message is
this, woman have a right to be
treated decently and that applies
whether they are sober or drunk.
“If a drunk woman gets into your

cab, as happened on both these
occasions, you as a minicab

driver are on trust not to take
advantage of those women who
are intoxicated and vulnerable.”
The court heard that Rahman

assaulted the media executive
after she booked the cab and
shared part of the journey home
with another woman.
She became uneasy when the

other passenger was dropped off

and she was left alone with
Rahman.
He fondled her leg as she paid

her fare, then put his hand on
her shoulder. She pushed him
away but he followed her to her
front door and she began
frantically ringing the bell
because she could not find her
door keys.

Rahman left the scene when he
saw she did not live alone.
The woman described herself

as “drunk” but said she was still
in control, and said she was
terrified by the experience.
The PR executive who was

sexually assaulted by Rahman
10 days later after he drove her
to a dark residential street said
she felt paralysed with fear.
She screamed then sprinted

towards a main road, where she
called her boyfriend. In a
statement, she said: “I was
extremely shocked by his
actions and I felt he was being
opportunistic because I had
been drinking heavily.
“I was scared and this was

exacerbated by the fact that I
couldn’t get out of the car, I was
concerned I was going to be
raped.”
She added: “I think the driver

was extremely surprised by my
aggressive reaction.’
The father-of-three, who

worked for cab firm Crescent
Cars, was then arrested again
and charged.

Bernard Hogan-Howe -  Met police Commissioner

MINICAB DRIVER STRUCK AGAIN - TEN DAYS
AFTER POLICE IGNORED SEX ATTACK ON WOMAN

Taxi drivers face
higher licence 
fee for installing 
digital ad screens
London Taxi drivers will soon be

permitted to fit new digital

advertising screens on top of

their cabs – but only in return for

paying a higher annual licence

fee.
Transport for London is set to approve

the installation of the screens, which

are capable of displaying video and

illuminated adverts, to 1,000 TX4 cabs.

The number of cabs allowed to install

the screens is being limited “to ensure

the visual impact of the London taxi

and the streetscape of London is

maintained” but the cap could be lifted

depending on feedback.

Drivers wishing to add the screens

will need to apply for a new vehicle

licence costing £170 – £68 more than

the standard fee.

TfL claims the increase is justified

because it will face higher costs to

licence cabs fitted with the screens and

that it “needs to pass that charge on to

the vehicle owners whose taxis will

carry them, via a higher vehicle licence

fee.”

Ever since the rooftop ads were introduced to the trade the

LCDC have voiced our disapproval of this mode of

advertising on our vehicles. We feel they do nothing to

enhance the image of our trade and makes us look like

New York taxi cabs. Which we are not! Once again, TFL

have stated they have done a consultation on this matter.

Which as far as we’re concerned, has never taken place.
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Cab trade taken for a

Dear Grant and Mark

We have investigated your concerns about an illegal rank at the Shine Cancer Research

Event at Old Billingsgate market and I will address each point in turn:

• The ‘Taxi’ sign was produced, printed and displayed by Cancer Research UK, not by 

RD2.  Cancer Research have been informed that it is a breach to advertise a private 

hire operator as a taxi, but we have accepted that this was a genuine mistake by 

them and will not be taking any further action.

• Cancer Research UK ran a competitive tender process to identify a taxi or private 

hire partner to support getting people home at the end of the marathon walk. I 

understand they offered the business to a number of taxi companies but we are told 

taxis showed no interest.

• TfL agreed a red route dispensation for vehicles waiting to collect  passengers on 

Lower Thames Street. As a charity facing the mammoth task of getting over 17000 

people home at the end of worthwhile event we were very happy to help and 

temporarily lift  parking restrictions. 

• Cancer Research UK also provided full details about the organisation of dispersal of 

participants to CoLP who supported the event.

• RD2 were licensed to operate from Old Billingsgate Market and all journeys were 

pre-booked. 

• Cancer Research volunteers gathered some preliminary information from people in 

the queue for their private hire booking,  to assist in keeping the booking office 

running smoothly and quickly, and minimise the time private hire vehicles 

had to wait. All the licensed private hire vehicles were pre-booked. The Cancer 

Research volunteers did not act as ‘clipboard johhnies.’ 

• There were a number of vehicles in the area belonging to friends and family 

members of the participants, which Cancer Research did their best to move on, but 

which may possibly have given the impression of an illegal rank.

• Cancer Research UK volunteers also kept the front of the market clear for anyone 

wanting to hail a taxis.

• We had scheduled for compliance officers to visit the event but three of our night 

officers were injured in a collision the previous night. Given this we prioritised using 

remaining resources to tackle touting and illegal plying for hire hotspots in 

the West End, Camden and Kingston. 

I hope this addresses your concerns. 

Siwan

Dear Ms.Hayward,

Early on Sunday morning, I was made

aware of complaints by several Members of

the London Cab Drivers Club, to an event

that was happening at the Old Billingsgate

Fish Market on Lower Thames Street in the

City of London. An illegal Private Hire 'Rank'

had been set up on a Red Route and

passengers were put into cars following a

charity event.

Could you please take a look at the photos

and explain to me what action you intend to

take to stop this action happening again?

The Operator using "Taxi" signage for this

event was RD2, who I'm sure are well

known to you?

There are also plenty of traffic cameras

and CCTV in the area.

Regards,

Mark White

(London Cab Drivers Club).

--------------------------------------------------------

Hi Siwan,

I've just been copied into this emails

response but cannot just wonder why after

all these years since licensing and meetings

after meetings with TfL why PH vehicles still

mistakenly advertise themselves as Taxis?

A lapse of memory perhaps? The old

Freudian slip?

Or just misleading the public again..?

Grant Davis

LCDC

LCDC TfL

Hi, Siwan,

Thank you for your response. Your

comments are noted. I would however, like

to pass comment on a few issues which I

cannot accept.

Firstly, I would not put my Licence at risk

for a customer by breaking the Law.

Therefore, I would expect the Operator to

take control of the situation and explain

exactly what he can or can't do with regard

to any tender.

I certainly would not be putting up

misleading signage or letting my Drivers

Rank up.

I cannot accept that a crowd of 17,000

people would have known exactly how

many Taxis to pre-book or that those details

were correctly recorded bearing in mind the

use of a clipboard & volunteers.

As for TfL giving dispensation, why does

this constantly happen here and if the event

was known in advance, why was a Taxi

Rank not put in?

Why was the event not advertised via the

emailed newsletters I get from T&PH?

Sorry, Siwan but this is typical of the slap

dash sort of Compliance we witness

throughout the Capital on a daily basis.

I'm sure Grant & Alan will respond further,

but I cannot believe that Dial a Cab

would've turned down a Cancer Charity!

I've copied in Brian Rice & Garry White

and look forward to their comments.

To be honest, Siwan, I'm appalled by what

goes on in our Capital City and this is just lip

service being applied to law enforcement.

Regards,

Mark White.

LCDC
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a Ride2 - yet again...

Dear Brian and Mark, 

Thank you for all your comments. 

Just to clarify. It was Cancer Research

who invited tax organisations to support

this event, and to the best of my

knowledge they contacted Dial-a-Cab,

RadioTaxis and Computer Cabs.

I note views and comments about our

enforcement efforts.

Unless someone can provide me with

actual evidence of breach of taxi and

private hire legislation or a risk to public

safety from this event, I consider this

matter closed. 

With best wishes

Siwan

Hi Siwan

Please find attached our total

correspondence and an attachment

regarding the event in question

I would like to draw your attention to

the first line of the second paragraph, in

the e-mail dated 9th September, you

will note they state that transport has

been arranged.

It is quite obvious from the content we

were never asked to arrange or

Marshall the event!

It would appear that you have been

misled!

Regards

Brian

Dear Mr Moody,

Following our conversation this week at the

LPHCA show, could you explain to me

when the law was changed to allow you as

Head of Policy & Development to Interpret

the distinctions outlined by the Minister

Karen Buck MP and the Operator Policy

Manager Simon Buggey to read so different

that PH can operate in the on-demand

market without having a licence that meets

the specific criteria?

At the recent hearing of the City Hall

investigation into taxis and private hire,

Michael Galvin, the LPHCA Representative

from Addison Lee, said that TfL had visited

the company and told them they could

process bookings that had not been pre-

booked.

It was also reported that Addison Lee had

started to remove the “Pre-booked only”

stickers from the back of their vehicles.

Could you clarify for me, when the law was

changed and when Policy was rewritten?

When did you notify the two trades in our

industry that cars that do not meet the MCF

as taxis were allowed to ply for hire on the

streets of London?

And finally, when was it decided that

drivers who operate in the on-demand

market did not need to pass a topographical

knowledge test of London?

Regards

Mark White

LCDC

Hi Siwan

I hope you are keeping well.

As you can see I have been copied with

your e-mail and for the record I would like to

make some comments.

Regarding bullet point two, I believe you

may possibly have been mis-informed

because as far as I am aware Dial-a-Cab

was never approached to supply Marshall’s

for this event, a service we supply on a

regular basis.

If it is an event where the public are paying

cash for taxis to transport them home, we

then offer the service to the whole trade and

not just Dial-a-Cab Members.  I note that you

were informed the business was offered to a

‘number’ of taxi companies, there are only

three licensed radio taxi companies in

London.

I feel confident in stating the organisers of

this event were totally ignorant of the

legislation regarding Taxis and Private Hire,

however, it should have been explained to

them by TfL when the organisers applied for

a red route dispensation!

In reality what would have happened on the

night in question is that some members of

the public would have given their destination

to the driver and circumvented anyone

endeavouring to take their destination,

especially as there were 17,000 people in

the vicinity.  The foregoing is a ‘there and

then’ booking which is totally illegal for a

Private Hire driver to accept and there is no

doubt the law would have been broken.

I trust in the future when such events as the

above are being organised, TfL inform

organisers of the legislation involving Taxis

and Private Hire and get an undertaking the

organisers will abide by the current

legislation, if licensed taxis are used there

would not be a problem..

I have been in the taxi industry in excess of

forty years and I have never known the

morale of drivers/trade to be as low as it is at

the moment, this is due in no small way to

the policies that have been adopted by TfL,

who are envisaged to be working against the

licensed taxi industry and seem impotent

when it comes to Private Hire and Rogue

Apps, the scenario we have been discussing

only adds to and reinforces that view.

Kindest regards

Brian Rice

Chairman

DIAL A CAB

DIAL A CAB

LCDCTfL

Dear Mr White,

Thank you for your email regarding taxi and

private hire licensing in London.

At the outset, I can confirm that TfL

supports the retention of the existing two tier

system of taxis and private hire in London.

The two tier approach in the current

licensing system retains the uniqueness of

taxi and private hire and preserves public

familiarity with taxis plying for hire and the

mandatory pre-booking requirement for

private hire.

Having said the above I can advise that

there is no reference in the Act or

associated operator regulations, as to how

far in advance private hire bookings must

be recorded by licensed operators before

the journey ids undertaken.

I would like to emphasise that TfL

continues to recognise, and defend the

important distinction between the services

provided by taxis and PH.

Whilst technology continues to advance

quickly we will continue to monitor

developments in way that the market

develops in London the ensure operators

and drivers remain compliant. 

Tom Moody

Head of Policy and Service Development

TfL
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Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers’ Club Ltd,” with today’s date, for £56.67, and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers’ Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 

100 Clements Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare that

I have no outstanding PCO or police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS’ CLUB LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

AS AN L.C.D.C

MEMBER YOU 

WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE 

CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 

hotline membership card.

Peace of mind 24 hrs of 

the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 

Of London based solicitors 

and barristers, experts in 

Hackney Carriage and 

road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,

we will deal with any 

complaint that has been 

made against you by

members of the public.

Also we will attend the

LTPH with you on any

personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW 
AIRPORT 

REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport 

working hard on the 

trade’s behalf for a fairer, 

and more safer future

at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint 

Ranks committee, working 

hard for more ranks and 

more access for the taxi 

trade in London.

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 

office for any information

or up to the date news on 

any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 

first to be called when the 

media want the “Cab 

Trade’s“ reaction. 

The Chairman is a regular

contributor on LBC, Radio 

London, and the BBC.

We at the Club also

represent the trade at 

meetings with the Mayor’s 

Office, TFL, LTPH, 

Corporation Of London, 

BAA, and all Local 

Authorities in the Capital.

JUST 
£3 per
month
* £12 per month is tax

deductible
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LCDC
Exclusive
Travel
Insurance
Once again the Club
have pulled it off. 
A travel insurance
scheme for all readers
of The Badge at a price
to snap up. 

For more information call: 0203 327 0555 / www.asuaonline.com/LCDC
or Email: thelcdc@gmail.com for full details of rates and cover. Arranged through ASUA LTD. who are authorized and regulated by the FCA No. 308488

Cancellation: £5,000
Medical: £10,000,000
Baggage: £2000

� Airline failure
� Travel 

& Accommodation failure
� Delayed baggage

PLUS PLUS optional:
� Winter sports
� Golf cover
� Wedding cover

COVER SAMPLE

EUROPE
17 days single trip - £17.96
CHANNEL ISLES
17 days single trip - £9.24
EUROPE FAMILY ANNUAL - £60.75
WORLDWIDE FAMILY ANNUAL - £70.44
Optional cover attracts additional premium

SAMPLE RATES
INCLUDING TAXES

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

UP TO 65 YEARS OF AGE

DEATH £60,000

DEATH OF SPOUSE £50,000

TOTAL DISABLEMENT £50,000

TEMP DISABLEMENT  £300 Per Week

HOSPITALISATION      £400 Per Week

PERSONAL ACCIDENT & SICKNESS SCHEME

INTERESTED? CALL 0203 327 0555

WE ALSO
COVER

KNOWLEDGE
STUDENTS
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On the 24th September 2014 the Vito Taxi

Club, accompanied by Grant Davis,

Chairman of the LCDC, attended its first

meeting at Mercedes Benz Milton

Keynes since the collapse of KPM/ECO

City Vehicles and One80 Engineering.

Our members quite rightly have been

raising many issues about past, present,

and future issues between MB and the

licensed trade over the last few days.  We

are pleased to announce the following. The

meeting included MB executives at the

highest possible level and they have

assured us that their commitment to the

trade was never in doubt. All warranty

issues will be taken up by their own network

of commercial dealers. Any issues any of

our members have with their cabs we now

have a great working relationship with the

MB London District Manager who has

personally started to phone customers

directly, and will be speaking to all the

dealers as regards to the whole situation

including stock and turnaround of our trade

requirements.

Mercedes Benz commercial are still

honouring all EURO 5 RWS systems  which

are outside their warranty period up until the

new system becomes available.

All customers that have ordered new Vitos

from KPM their orders will be honoured

through another MB sales centre which will

be named imminently.

At this point we would remind everyone its

KPM and ONE80 that have gone into

receivership not PENSO which is only the

manufacturing arm so therefore all parts are

still being manufactured.

Today MB showcased to us in full detail the

new MB engineered RWS for the EURO 5

through digital media of how the areas

concerned which caused the inherent

problems that we feel ONE80 never

addressed. We were demonstrated how the

system was at fault from top to bottom and

how they rectified every piece from King

pins right through in redesigning the

actuators. They instructed the

manufacturers to go way beyond any testing

parameters they have ever done before,

and they even submerged  the components

in a 1 metre water tank to test its

waterproofing ability.

The result was us being shown a fully

working donor vehicle fitted with this new

technology and we were asked to basically

get in and have a go. We are pleased to

announce the following, that we all took

turns in driving the vehicle and did some

tests of our own which included accelerating

out of a turn with RWS activated and going

straight into reverse whilst the RWS was

activated 2 areas where our current system

doesn’t like responding to. The results being

impressive and to sum up the system

actually felt more like being part of the Vito

rather than an after thought.

MB wants this new system to be signed off

by the VSA and VOSA which will be done in

the next few weeks, then production will go

ahead and start to be fitted in batches of

100-150 per month commencing

November/December subject to the final

testing period being completed and

satisfied.

Overall we feel after many months/years of

meetings, communications with MB and the

understandable frustration from customers

we feel we have proudly got a result that

everybody has been striving for.

Grant Davis is shown the new RWS system on the Vito taxi

Vito taxi update
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Minutes of taxi and private hire stake

SESSION 5

Present: Caroline

Pidgeon AM (Chair), 

Valerie Shawcross AM,

Darren Johnson AM,

Richard Tracey AM

Guests: 

Grant Davis, Chairman;

Darryl Cox, Secretary

Caroline Pidgeon introduced the

Transport Committee panellists

and explained the format of the

meeting; each group has ten

minutes to give a brief

presentation setting out their

views and key issues they would

like to see addressed, followed by

five minutes for questions.

Grant Davis told the Committee that

he had been a licensed taxi driver in

London for 26 years and had seen

many changes in the way the trade

has been regulated since it was

transferred from Met Police control

to TfL. He said that unfortunately

many of these changes had been

detrimental. 

Grant Davis said that the London

taxi trade is the envy of the world

and looked upon as the gold

standard. He said the only people

who didn’t seem to appreciate the

value of gold standard service was

the regulator, TfL. He said the

former director of the taxi and

private hire unit, John mason, had

told him that trying to enforce many

of the regulations regarding private

hire was impossible, the most

obvious being the introduction of

satellite offices, which Grant Davis

said ‘were so open to abuse that it

was almost farcical’. He said that

‘the whole reasoning behind the

licensing of the private hire industry

was to ensure safer travel for the

travelling public’. 

Grant Davis said the unfortunate

reality of satellite offices was

‘clipboard johnnies’ standing outside

venues openly touting for business

and wearing hi-viz jackets with the

TfL logo, giving the impression their

actions were legal and giving them

respectability to ‘dupe’ the travelling

public into believing they were safe

vehicles driven by safe drivers. He

said the current cost of a satellite

office or operating centre is £2,826

for a period of five years and takes

approximately 6-8 weeks to be

processed. TfL had taken away the

requisite for planning permission

and the consequence was that

satellite offices could open in

takeaway food shops, sweet shops

and anywhere else. In comparison,

a taxi rank takes on average 12-18

months to be authorised at a cost of

between £4,000 and £7,000. For the

whole of London the ranks budget

from TfL was around £40,000 and is

due to be cut to £16,000- enough for

only two of three ranks for the whole

of London. 

Grant Davis said that when a

satellite officer opens it enables

private hire drivers not working for

an operator to park outside a venue

and pay the ‘clipboard johnny’ to

obtain work. He said he had recently

spoken to the LPHCA who said

there were around 10,000 private

hire drivers licensed in London not

affiliated to any private hire

company. He cited the example of

the daughter of Chris Huhne MP,

who was attacked by a driver

working in collusion with a nightclub

doorman. Grant Davis said ‘for lone

females, getting home at night is like

playing a game of Russian

Roulette’. 

Grant Davis described a situation in

2010 in Mayfair where licensed taxis

were unable to access a legally

designated rank because it had

been taken over by private hire

drivers working with a ‘clipboard

johnny’ outside a popular nightclub.

He said that licensed drivers were

verbally and physically threatened

for trying to use the rank, but that

authorities had no interest in

resolving the problem and the LCDC

had to resort to employing security

staff to protect drivers on the rank.

They were eventually able to reclaim

the rank.

Grant Davis discussed the

announcement in 2013 of TfL’s

surface integration programme (SIP)

and his concerns that taxi and

private hire were going to be

incorporated into a TfL department

including Victoria coach station,

riverboat services, Dial-a-ride,

Congestion charging and the Cycle

hire scheme. He queried whether

one directorate with all these

responsibilities could give adequate

attention to the needs of taxi and

private hire as many of these

modes were massive in their own

right. Grant Davis said ‘these

changes may be great for saving

money at TfL but they are certainly

no good for us’.

Grant Davis said TfL had assured

the trades their views would be

taken into account before any

decisions were taken but that the

changes had already been

implemented three weeks later and

that almost immediately the taxi

and private hire directorate lost 60

members of staff who were

distributed elsewhere within TfL.

He said that as a result the LCDC

had members unable to work for

weeks at a time due to the length

of time TfL were taking to process

licenses and that TfL had

eventually had to bring in

temporary staff to cover the

shortfall. 

Grant Davis said that since the

introduction of SIP the relationship

between TfL and the trade had

‘deteriorated dramatically’ and taxi

drivers had held two mass

demonstrations to protest at their

treatment by TfL. He said that

under the former director there had

been quarterly trade meetings to

discuss and try and resolve trade

issues. He said that since Garrett

Emerson (Chief operating officer,

TfL) had become involved with the

running of the Taxi and Private hire

directorate there had been a

‘virtual breakdown in

communication’ and that in his view

Mr Emerson treats the licensed taxi

Caroline Pidgeon Valerie Shawcross Richard TraceyDarren Johnson

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com



trade ‘in utter contempt’. 

Grant Davis indicated that the last

formal trade meeting held with TfL

took place in October 2013 and that

he was so concerned with the

declining relationship he had written

to Peter Hendy (Commissioner, TfL)

outlining LCDCs recommendations

and discussion points. He did not

receive a reply. 

Grant Davis said that the 

LCDC had four key aims:

1) Maintain the distinct historical 

identity of the London licensed 

cab trade (vehicles and drivers)

2) Establish clear channels of 

communication between the 

trade and operational personnel 

at TfL

3) Establish unambiguous lines of 

accountability for the licensed 

trade function within TfL

4) Identify and safeguard the self-

financing nature of licensed cab 

trade regulation

He said this could be achieved by:

1) Creating a separate directorate 

within TfL to deal exclusively 

with the licensed taxi and private

hire trades with dedicated staff

2) Emphasising the role of 

enforcement and compliance

3) Guaranteeing the primacy of the 

Knowledge of London as a 

necessary and unique element 

of the trade

4) Continuing the policy of the self-

financing nature of the licensed 

trade and safeguarding its 

contributions

5) Maintaining quarterly meetings  

between TfL management and 

those bodies who exclusively 

represent the licensed taxi trade

Grant Davis also expressed his

concern that TfL had ‘bent over

backwards’ in licensing Uber.

The panel asked whether the LCDC

considered that TfL was ‘not fit for

purpose’

Grant Davis: Definitely. 

The panel asked whether the

difficulty and length of time taken to

do the Knowledge acted as a barrier

to enter the market and if it should

be simplified, reviewed or modified,

and whether entry qualifications for

private hire should be increased

Grant Davis said that it was vital to

maintain the standards of a licensed

taxi driver and there should not be a

‘two tier Knowledge’. He suggested

that there may be scope to make the

call back process more efficient so that

when people were learning the

suburbs there were not gaps of five

or six months before they were

called back to be tested. 

The panel asked Grant Davis to

confirm that his view was that

flaws in the system rather than

needing to change the spectrum

of the Knowledge

Grant Davis confirmed this view and

that TfL could look at the process

but that the standard absolutely

should be maintained. 

The panel asked whether Grant

Davis felt that regulation had

been better when it was the

responsibility of the Metropolitan

Police. 

Grant Davis said it was ‘easy to put

rose coloured spectacles on it’ but

that people respected the

Metropolitan Police more and their

decisions, whereas with TfL ‘flip flap’

and are inconsistent: “Well, it is the

law but on this occasion, we decided

to change it”. He also expressed the

view that facilities for the trade had

been ‘cut up and cut up and spread

around’ in order to save TfL money. 

The panel commented that this

was made more difficult in the

face of changes and pressures

within the industry and asked

how we could address the issue

of satellite offices in nightclubs

given that they were popular and

convenient and how you could

facilitate a decent safe service for

people to use private hire

vehicles if they did not want to

get a black cab

Grant Davis said that app

technology could be used positively

to do this and remove the ‘human

intervention’ of touts who see people

looking for a ride and this would be

a benefit for enforcement. He said at

present licensed taxis were the ‘third

bite of the cherry’ at some venues,

after touts and minicabs that are

parked up illegally. He said taxi

drivers receive fines because they

can’t pull up because of illegally

park private hire vehicles.

The panel asked if the answer

was properly functioning and

regulated apps 

Grant Davis said that with an app,

there would be clear choices - either

to get a cab off the street or pre-

book a private hire vehicle and

every private driver outside a venue

would have to have a booking, a

name, number and destination, and

this would clarify enforcement.
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Hi campers. Have you heard the
story about the woman who kept
tweeting about how bad the
McCanns were for leaving their
children to have a drink (in 2007)
and allowing someone to take

little Madeleine away?
Well she was outed by a media

organisation who kept repeating her
Twitter name and showing her face.
Now she is dead, found in a hotel
room. We don't know if she took her
own life but let's just say the police
aren't looking for anyone else.
For a start I am not sure this lady

was a troll. I didn't agree with her
tweets and wondered why she felt
she had the right to send them but it
wasn't trolling in my opinion. 
After her name and face were

revealed though, some of the
messages she received crossed the
line. All of a sudden SHE was the
object of attention - the person
whose behaviour was now being
scrutinised and it looks as though
she found that challenging. I have
spent the morning with Mrs Nestor
debating who is to blame and why it
came to this. 
Whatever your thoughts about the

rights and wrongs of this particular
case please be careful with social
media - it can (as with Hailo and Get
Taxi) be a force for good; but it can
also be something which comes
back to bite, hard.

Right, now football. 
What a game between Chelsea and

Arsenal or should that be Jose and
Arsene. I loved it. Arsene, in the red
corner experienced and wily against
the hired gunslinger in the blue

corner, that is Mourinho. Personally
my money was on Mr Wenger. That
might be because I am such a bad
gambler or wishful thinking because
of the special one’s stupid comments
about no racism in football. 

EDDIE NESTOR 
BBC London 94.9

Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 

Call: 0207 224 2000

Weekly Podcasts

UK Black

Manchester United Redcast Wenger and Mourinho square up to each other last weekend

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com
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BACK TO 

BLACK... AGAIN!

Whether we like it or not, TFL

distinguish between chauffeur-driven

PH and plastic cabbies, by referring to

the latter as “minicabs”. No matter that

the law says otherwise, when TFL grant

a PH operator’s licence, they inform the

operator that they may use the term

“minicab” in their advertising, etc.
We also have to accept that today’s passenger

pretty much always uses the term “black cab” for

us and “minicab” for the little people. Yet, we’re

not black, are we? We’re all the colours of the

rainbow and that’s before liveried cabs dilute our

colour scheme even more.

Addison Lee (AL) has built their reputation on

having black MPVs that look like real taxis. So

much so that the younger generation of cab

riders think that AL are taxis, above that of the

ordinary minicab and below that of the black cab.

Just think for a minute? AL claim to have about

3,500 vehicles – black taxi-like MPVs. They

change these vehicles every three years. If we

assume that these are then bought by other

minicab drivers and stay on the road for ten

years, that’s 11,500 of these vehicles on the road

at any one time. That is probably more black-

coloured PHVs on the road than there are black-

coloured black cabs. They are stealing our

identity and with it, some of our reputation. Why

do we allow this to continue? Why are we not

demanding that the colour black belongs to us? 

On every continent of the world, excluding

Antarctica, there are cities and countries that

have a specific colour scheme but not London?

We need to make all newly-plated taxis black

(possibly with orange vinyl such as that used by

the Vito) and newly-plated PHVs any colour that

could not be mistaken for black. Within a decade

or so we would have a uniformly-coloured fleet.

That way, the term “black cab” would make

sense. Any visitor looking at a tourist site would

be told that in London you are only in a bona fide

taxi if it is black in colour and has an orange hire

light, hence why they are called “black cabs”. 

Who knows, within a few years, there could be

warnings in tourist guides about taking cars from

airports and hotels that aren’t black. 

Whether we individually want to keep the “icon”

or the “turning circle”, etc is a matter of choice.

However, is retaining the simple choice of colour

scheme really worth the loss of the re-building of

the brand and the identity? I don’t think so.

(my imaginary)

GLA BOARD MEETING, 

24 SEPTEMBER 2014

Unfortunately due to holidays, I am

writing this prior to the above

meeting. At this meeting, the Board

will review measures that affect our

trade. The Surface Transport Panel

(STP) have endorsed all four

measures so the likelihood is they

will be agreed at the meeting and

implemented before you get to read

this issue of the Badge.
So, here is my ficticious account of how the

meeting goes, although the measures are

unfortunately very real.

MEMBERS PRESENT

Charles St. John Marmalade, Rupert

Ropewallop, Hugo Montagu-Smythe,

Alf Taxicab.
CHARLES: Let’s start with this tariff thingy

for taxis.

RUPERT: Why do we have to give them an

increase anyway?

CHARLES: Come on. If we let their

expenses get bigger than their fares, they’ll

give up driving, go on benefits and we’ll

have to use public transport or those smelly

minicab thingies.

RUPERT: Oh yes, go on.

CHARLES: well. I thought it would be a bit

of a wheeze to change the tariff increase

date to 2nd January. It’ll be in line with bus

and train fare increases and may make them

look a bit better if taxi fares are going up at

the same time.

HUGO: Good idea! Not only that, putting

their fares up in the middle of a kipper

should mean that whenever I need a cab,

day or night, they’ll all be fighting to get to

my hand in the air. 

RUPERT: Yes, and what a giggle it will be

watching the meter companies try to arrange

a mass tariff change between Christmas and

New Year holidays.

ALF TAXICAB: Hold on gents. This will

murder the taxi trade. A mass tariff change will

be impossible between Christmas and New

Year, so either it will have to take place before

Christmas or after the New Year or you’ll have

cabs running around with different tariffs for

months as drivers do the change ad hoc.

CHARLES, RUPERT AND HUGO: shut up

Alf!

ALF: OK, sorry your lordships.

CHARLES: Ok, let’s vote. All those in favour,

raise your hands? Alf, put your hand up. OK,

that’s unanimous, the tariff change will be on

2nd January.

Right then, the next item is a credit card

mandate for taxis.

The idea is to make it compulsory for taxi

drivers to accept card payments.

ALF TAXICAB: Hold on, the law says that

cash is the only legal tender. Cards are

financial instruments and not cash.

HUGO: Shut up, Alf. We can make it part of

a driver’s licensing conditions to have to

accept card payments and sod the primary

legislation.

ALF TAXICAB:  Will this apply equally to

minicabs?

RUPERT: Good point Alf. I would think not.

After all, those poor venture capitalists and

multi-millionaire entrepreneurs running the

minicab trade these days, need a bit of a leg

up against those nasty, greedy cab drivers.

HUGO: Good point Rupert. Let’s force taxis

to accept card payments and put the

transaction costs on the tariff so that even

customers that don’t use a card still have to

pay the extra cost. Don’t apply the same

compulsion to the minicab trade and that will

make minicab fares cheaper than taxi fares

without any loss of profit to those nice minicab

owners.

ALF TAXICAB: But how do you expect the

taxi trade to compete with minicabs if you

keep loading cost onto us and not them?

HUGO: Shut up, Alf.

CHARLES: right, let’s take a vote. All those

in favour of going against the law of the land

and forcing taxi drivers to accept card

payment of fares? Alf, put your hand up!

That’s unanimous then.

OK, let’s move on. Last issue – Heathrow

extras.  Those nice people at HAL have

reduced the fee for taxis to use their feeder

rank from £6.54 a pop to a mere £5.22. What

lucky boys those taxi drivers are, eh?

Currently, passengers contribute £2.80 on the

extras but we thought it would be nice if they

didn’t pay anything towards the fee.

HUGO: Is that altogether fair though? It does

mean the driver will have to pay £5.22 for a

fare.

CHARLES: I take your point. In fact, Boris

did ask the CEO of HAL about removing the

rank fees altogether but the CEO told him to

jog on!

RUPERT: I see. So, really the charge has to

stay so it’s just a matter of who pays it, more

or less half each between passenger and

driver or load it all onto the driver.

CHARLES: Yes.

RUPERT: No contest then. Taxi drivers all

earn fortunes anyway so they won’t notice the

difference. Stick it all on them.

ALF TAXICAB: This is not right. You expect

taxi drivers to pay £5+ to go about their legal

business while at the same time, minicabs are

illegally blocking up the drop-off areas outside

the terminals, rather than pay the parking

charges. They are inside the terminals touting

like nobody’s business. You are killing the taxi

trade.

CHARLES, RUPERT & HUGU: Shut your

whining up, Alf.

CHARLES: OK, all those in favour of

sticking another knife into the back of the cab

trade, raise your hands. Alf, put your hand up!

OK, that’s unanimous.

Meeting ends (amid gales of laughter).

FINAL SERIOUS NOTE

Bob Oddy is both a member of the

TFL board and the STP. Obviously,

he has to declare an interest on cab

trade matters. However, most

decisions of the TFL board come

from recommendations of the STP. 
It seems apparent that either Bob Oddy is

not explaining our position or he is not being

listened to. If it’s the first, he does not

represent our trade. If the latter, why doesn’t

he do the honourable thing and resign from

the STP on the above grounds? 

Walker on the March....
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HERE  WE GO

Well, the 7th July 2014 was a date I’ll never

forget. It was the day the postman arrived

with a package that was about to change

my life. The parcel contained a shiny new

Badge and two identifiers with my Bill.

After 5 years of completing the world

famous knowledge of London our

Regulator TfL seems to think it is right and

proper to send our Badges through the

post. Five years – in which time, my

relationship broke down, I lost my home, my

health suffered, I almost lost my life on

numerous occasions trying to negotiate the

streets of London. I put on six stone and lost

most of my friends… apart from that

everything ran very smoothly!

THE LCDC

Going back a few months, I was introduced

to the LCDC. I started reading the Badge,

which in my opinion is the most relevant

trade paper on the streets; I started

following them on Twitter. I was invited to

attend the Club’s AGM earlier this year

which I did. I didn’t understand too much of

what was going on to be honest, but I did

see very passionate and committed people

there. Whatever these people stand for, I

wanted to be a part of it.

TRADE DEMONSTRATIONS

I attended the demonstration at the Shard

and again, met many passionate people. It

was then that I realised I was on the verge

of joining a true brother and sisterhood, a

noble and respected trade. I have started

following many taxi drivers on Twitter and

become part of a growing number of people

who care for this trade.

MY FIRST EVER FARE

So, my days as a butter-boy started on the

7th July, Nervous??? You bet!

I collected my Cab from Cricklewood

Carriers. I thoroughly recommend Sheldon

and Co down there. I put on some clean

clothes and went down to see my Mum.

She was waiting outside as I pulled up, I

could see the tears pouring down her face. I

cannot remember the last time I saw my

Mum cry but I have to admit, my eyes

started to fill up as well.

I forgot just how much I neglected my

family and friends whilst on the KOL.

It was such a proud moment for my Mum,

her boy finally done good!. 

We went for a lovely meal and I wore my

Badge round my neck throughout.

Now it was time to hit the road, so after my

Mum gave me a lucky kiss and with a sharp

intake of breath I pulled away.

MY FIRST FARE

I drove around for around an hour with my

light off; I saw loads of people who looked

like they were waiting for a Cab… but I

drove past them.

One of my friends on Twitter is Angela, she

said to me “Go on… put your light on!”

I did and in what seemed a Nano second

a hand went up, oh no.

Now, I’m sweating,I`m panicking, what if I

don’t know where they want…Oh No!

The lady said “Sorry, I just want to go

round the corner to Nobu?”

Fantastic, Nobu I know where that is!

I thought I better be professional and not

kiss my first customer, hang on,

something’s wrong, I look back and their

standing by the door, oh yeah I better un-

lock them eh?

On the way I explained to them that they

were my first ever passengers and as such

this journey was on the house, they loved

that quirky bit of Cabbie tradition.

EVERYTHING ELSE INBETWEEN

I cannot believe this job, I have put my

name down to take sick children to

Southend, it’s great that taxi drivers do

these trips year in-year out - they are a

credit to our trade.

A month in and London is filled with our

Arab friends! I have been told to expect a lot

of £50 notes and know the quickest routes

between Edgware Road and Westfield!

And that’s me, A butter boy and proud of it.

It took me a long time but I made it in the

end relatively unscathed. I know we are

fighting at the moment and are under threat

but you know what, the traditions, the

values our attitudes and our dedication to

this honourable trade will save us.

I’ll leave the politics to the people who

know what they are talking about

Nuff said 

Roshan

Three months and counting!
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Heathrow Ltd. meet with 
taxi trade organisations

Heathrow Ltd. (HAL) met with the
taxi trade organisations at the end of
September and presented them with
a choice of two options for paying a
reduced gate money charge. 
The first option is to reduce the charge

to £3.18 for 2015 and then increase it
in 2016. The second option, is to
reduce the charge to £3.38 for 2015
and then increase it two years later in
2017. The option chosen by the trade
will apply as from next January. HAL
explained that costs payable by the taxi
trade to HAL are calculated using
methodology approved by the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA). Apparently,
the CAA’s rules for assessing costs
payable to HAL are applied to all
businesses based at Heathrow. (Quite
possibly the CAA has had a word in
HAL’s ear about how much drivers
should be paying for Taxi System
facilities). HAL conceded that a
proposal to make all Heathrow drivers
accept credit cards has been
withdrawn. HAL also conceded that a
second proposal to make all metered
journeys compellable irrespective of
distance from Heathrow, has also been
withdrawn. Prior to this news from HAL,
enquiries made to Transport for
London confirmed that their officials
were not the originators of the
withdrawn proposals. 

Industrial Action by
Heathrow Taxi Drivers 

Heathrow Ltd. (HAL) is aware that
Heathrow taxi drivers are poised
and ready to take direct action as a
protest against PH drivers who
illegally arrange to meet passengers
on the airport’s forecourts. 
Although HAL knows that drivers

could take action at anytime, PH
drivers are still using the forecourts as if
they have HAL’s approval to do so. A
Notice recently circulated by the MPS,
advises that the PH practice of
congregating on the arrivals forecourts
is an on-going problem that will never
be resolved. Presumably the MPS are
hinting that it’s easier to let PH drivers
(minicabs) to do as they please than it
is to force them to use the official car
parks. Two Heathrow policemen
attended the September meeting with
HAL and the taxi trade. They urged the

trade reps to accept that law
enforcement personnel are serving as
much paperwork on the offenders as
their admin’ system can cope with.
What these police officers didn’t offer
the trade was an assurance that empty
minicabs would be verbally ordered off
the forecourts as soon as they show
signs of stopping. So in summary, if
MPS personnel continue to be
obstinate and do things their way, their
best efforts will result in action being
taken against 1% of offending PH
drivers. This means it’s business as
usual on the forecourts for the
remaining 99% . Hundreds of byelaw
offences per day are being committed
by the PH companies and their drivers
under the noses of the law enforcers.
Heathrow police have got to stop
whingeing about manpower and
paperwork problems and adopt the
simple tactic of telling the law breaking
minicabs to fu** off or face immediate
arrest. 

Code of Conduct

Producing a workable and fair
procedure for dealing with the few
trouble makers among Heathrow
drivers is proving to be a very
difficult task. 
There’s a popular but simplistic

argument that because HAL owns
drivers’ plastic Cabtags, HAL can
repossess a driver’s tag and thereby
legally stop him from working at
Heathrow. The LCDC totally rejects this
appraisal of HAL’s powers. The LCDC
prefers to look at outcomes of High
Court cases that throw light on the legal
rights of taxi drivers and the powers of
licensing authorities. Rights arising in
the ‘possession’ of a London taxi
driver’s licence are created by Hackney
Carriage Acts. A Heathrow driver’s
legitimate use of his TfL licence at
Heathrow certainly isn’t subject to
conditions either stated or implied by
HAL.
In the context of drafting a Code of

Conduct, there are very few
procedures available to deal with
drivers who persistently cause trouble.
It’s open to HAL to ban a driver from
Heathrow by applying for a prohibition
Order. The Order would be seen as a
preventative tactic rather than a
criminal sanction or penalty for past
misconduct. Heathrow’s trade
organisations are either Unions or
Industrial and Provident Societies. As

such, they are obliged to follow
disciplinary procedures that are
consistent with the principles of natural
justice, when dealing with their own
members who sometimes go astray.
Taxi trade organisations can’t do
anything that falls outside the remit of
their registered rules. In other words
they can discipline an erring member
for a breach of their rules, but their
authority doesn’t extend to dealing with
non-members. 

More on policing costs

Readers of The Badge already know
that information about official decisions
to pay the MPS Heathrow £36.8 million
for their services in 2013 is hard to
obtain. Heathrow taxi drivers can see for
themselves the severe lack of an
effective police presence at the places
where minicabs are stealing our work.
Behind the scenes the LCDC is hard at
work making enquiries about policing
costs at Heathrow. It’s a task that
requires time, patience and a need to
keep probing. The LCDC insists that the
HAL and the MPS are obliged to take
into account the value of the taxi
marshalling scheme and its forty
marshals when assessing the size of the
taxi trade’s contribution to policing costs. 
To date, both the MPS and HAL have

claimed to be unable to provide
financial information on what the taxi
trade contributes to the police. The
alarming thing about the lack of
transparency is that neither the MPS
nor HAL seem to care what the taxi
trade thinks about a lack of information.
As a priority, Heathrow drivers need to
know if they are paying Heathrow
police too little or too much. What
surprises the LCDC is that nobody in a
position of authority appears to be
qualified and prepared to say, “ OK, the
buck stops here and here are the
answers to your questions about
policing costs”. 
HAL isn’t answering questions and the

MPS information dispensers are in a
quandary. The CAA is saying that it
can’t answer questions that need to be

addressed to HAL management. How
can all these overseers of the
Heathrow taxi trade get away with
brooming legitimate questions about
payments of costs to the MPS
Heathrow ? The fact finding services of
the Home Office have now been
engaged and their official response to
questions about payments received by
the MPS Heathrow should be in public
domain by the end of this month.
(Please don’t hold your breath). 

Paddington HEX 
and ‘Black Cabs’ 

The bosses of Heathrow Express,
are doing their best on the internet
to persuade Heathrow travellers to
use HEX instead of black cabs for
getting to and from London.
According to their reckoning, HEX

passengers are getting from Heathrow
to Paddington in 15 minutes. A daft
comparison study made by HEX
doesn't give clues as to how long it
takes HEX passengers to get to and
from their trains or final destinations.
The HEX men in suits should ask
themselves a few questions: for
example, how long does it take and
how much does it cost for a HEX
passenger with a tonne of luggage to
get from Heathrow to say West
Kensington via Paddington station ?
Many HEX users eventually realise that
the total cash cost of using HEX
combined with other transport add-ons,
can amount to a very costly mistake.
Unfortunately, many inexperienced
travellers are gullible enough to get
taken in by all the misinformation
spewed out by the promoters of HEX.
But, on the other hand, taxi

passengers who appreciate the door to
door service that only taxi drivers can
give, would laugh at the notion that a
£21 HEX ticket provides travellers with
a faster, cheaper and more efficient
service. Quite possibly another of these
daft comparison studies, would show a
HEX to be a bargain at £21, when
compared with the £18 charged at
Heathrow for luggage porter. 

Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP
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Vito Taxi Club
We Vito taxi owners all know that

we drive the best vehicle
for the job. No other cab

compares with the quality,
comfort, and performance as

far as we are concerned.

MB is listening to, and learning
from the owners and drivers.

R/steer upgrades coming soon.

We help resolve the 
owner’s issues.

We have set up an email address
at MBHQ for owners to

communicate with MB directly
(politely of course)

vitotaxi@daimler.com
Our genuine MB parts discount

deal is great value for our
club members.

We aim to obtain group buying
discounts with all products

where possible.

Join us Mike & Paul
www.vitotaxiclub.org
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WHEN TYSON

Fury arrived at

his press

conference to

announce his

November 29

fight with Dereck

Chisora he had

tape across his

mouth and for

sixty minutes he

never said a

word. He used some comic hand

gestures and they said all that was

needed. 

Last month Fury was fined £15,000 by the

British Boxing Board of Control for a series of foul-

mouthed outbursts in the days before his

scheduled fight with Chisora collapsed in July.

Fury is just one of dozens of British boxers, men

holding BBBofC licences, that routinely swear,

make bold claims and utter stupid things in the

weeks and days before fights. Some, like Fury,

abuse their opponents with a sparkle in their eye

but others spit out hate. 

Boxers in Britain routinely talk now about their

opponent leaving the ring in an ambulance or

how they will never quit and will only leave in an

ambulance of their own. On social media people

inside a boxer's entourage often circulate pictures

that have been changed to include the head of a

fighter on the naked torso of a porn star - the

comic but graphic stuff that circulated before the

Froch v Groves rematch was golden. That was a

fight, by the way, with genuine hate. 

As for swearing and claims to "hurt" somebody,

well that has now become so common that

nobody seems to flinch when a British champion

tells a reporter or some fool with a camera and

immediate access to the Internet: "I ******* hate

him, I'm going to ******* kill him - there is no way

that **** is taking my title". I don't want to sound

like an old man, a man that has failed to move

with the times, but when I started in the ‘80s there

was not one single boxer that would dare utter

anything like that to any type of reporter or

broadcaster. Not one and, this is important, not

one of the journalists would have let him! 

Just a few ŷears ago I had a row with some of

my so-called colleagues in the so-called press

about something truly dumb that David Haye had

said. I had missed the actual interview but Haye

talked about how Audley Harrison will think that

he had been gang raped by a group of gorillas

after their fight. I suggested to the reporters that

we just drop the line, it's offensive and there are

times when people need to be protected from

their own stupidity. My plea was rejected and the

rape quote ran. I never wrote it and my editor at

the time at the Independent never complained. In

my opinion the fight was going to be a great

financial success, which it was, and there were a

lot of other lines to write about. 

Fury swears a lot and is very creative with his

swearing. During the last 12 months he has

cruelly been denied not one but two million-pound

fights; the fight with Chisora was also for a lot of

money. When the Chisora fight collapsed just a

few days before the first bell, and with emotions

running high, there was a strong case for

silencing Fury, finding the gag that was used on

Monday across his mouth; it never happened and

he got to speak - it rightly cost him 15 grand. 

Boxing gyms have always been packed with

men that could swear, men that over exaggerated

their ability and made ridiculous promises. They

did it in the gym and that was that. Fights have

always taken place between men that hated each

other, came close to scuffling in private and made

no secret of the mutual hate. The difference

between now and 25 years ago is that today

every utterance finds an outlet, every word by

every fighter becomes news for a few seconds.

It's not proper news but somebody will report it,

post it online somewhere and that is that. 

The Board needs to send a simple letter to

everybody holding one of their many licences and

remind them all that swearing, death threats and

talk of killing in the ring are simply not acceptable

in any type of interview. There is a boxer, just out

of a coma, in Sheffield and he serves as a

reminder why no talk of death, stretchers and

ambulances have any place in modern boxing

stories. 

I can sense the hate when boxers are together

and I don't need to be told about it. Let's hope a

few fools keep their big mouths shut in the coming

months and the men that they pay to say 'yes'

also show some restraint. 

© ESPN Sports Media Ltd

Steve Bunce

-BOXNATION

Let the fists do the talking

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

The saga that is
amateur boxing
continues, boxing
clubs have slowly
woken up to the fact
that their sport is
being stolen from
them and is being
hijacked by the
ambition of AIBA, the
sport’s world
governing body,
AIBA are sacrificing
amateur boxing as
the powers that head
AIBA bid to control
all boxing, amateur
and professional.
AIBA are trying to merge the sport of amateur

boxing into the business of professional boxing.

We have to cover a little old ground, from past

articles, or new readers will have no idea what is

happening. 

Bear in mind that 99.9% of all competing boxers

are amateur, the boxers pay to box. Once AIBA

formed WSB and APB, hybrids, where, top

class, “amateurs” are paid to box 5 x 3 minute

rounds, or 8, 10 and 12 rounds, without vests, or

headguards, yet still are eligible to compete in

the Olympics, the penny should have dropped.

In fact 25% of boxers will qualify for the 2016 Rio

Olympics, a 3 x 3 minute round, competition, by

boxing 5 x 3 minute rounds or 12 x 3 minute

rounds, obviously ridiculous, it’s like Mo Farrah

qualifying for the 200 metres by running 5,000

meters. Banning of the word amateur, by AIBA,

should have been a massive warning as to what

AIBA is aiming to achieve.  

England Boxing, the national governing body of

the sport in England, based in Sheffield, who are

not elected and who don’t represent any of the

12 associations that are amateur boxing in

England and are only in power, having been

voted out of power by 10 of the local

associations that are England amateur boxing,

gave away England’s autonomy, to AIBA, in

return for AIBA dictating that England would be

banned, at all levels, from novice to elite, from

international boxing,  if  the regional associations

carried out their democratic vote and removed

the Sheffield jobs worths. 

Panic by the clubs, where they realised planned

shows, involving boxers and clubs from the

home nations and European countries, would

have to be cancelled, meant the clubs instructed

their associations not to carry out, the turfing out,

of the Sheffield apparatchiks. Since then every

week has brought rules changes, plus the lack of

medical evidence for the removal of headguards,

from all male boxers, 19 yrs and over, on the,

AIBA, supposed grounds of safety, yet

headguards still have to be worn by all youths

and females, (square that circle if you can?), has

led to the realization that amateur boxing is in

jeopardy of imploding .

If there was a serious injury to a boxer, who was

not wearing a headguard and the matter went to

a UK/European court, the judge would probably

rely on professional boxing regulations,

standards and medical evidence, which would

mean, up to date, MRI, brain scans, at £350

every two years, would be required. Norway has

spotted this problem and the Norwegian

Government has insisted on boxers wearing

headguards, otherwise a boxer has to produced

a current brain scan to be allowed to box without

wearing a headguard. Denmark and Sweden

are likely to follow Norway and Norway has been

banned by AIBA.   

Months after the vote to remove the powers

sitting in Sheffield, amateur boxing clubs are

increasingly wanting to return to the old

“amateur” system and regulations, they are now

actively discussing breaking away from the

national and international governing body,

realising that the sport in England is basically

being run for the benefit of 50 elite and

developing international boxers based on the GB

Olympic programme, not the 15,000 other active

boxers in Britain. 

Sheffield doesn’t seem to have grasped what

AIBA are up to and are being used as guinea

pigs for AIBA’s attempt at ownership of all

competing boxers. Ideas such as all medical

cards being issued by and from Sheffield, thus

cutting out the regional associations, is a first

move to try to get rid of the regional associations.

It hasn’t dawned on Sheffield that AIBA are

aiming at issuing all boxers’ medical cards and

all medical and officials’ accreditation, online, so

that all fees go to AIBA then it’s goodbye to

national governing bodies. AIBA is headed up by

a Taiwanese Chinese, centralization is in his

DNA. In the last two months, London ABA have

paid £28,000 to Sheffield in boxers registration

fees. Sheffield directors have had meetings with

“White Collar” boxing organisations in their

attempt to grow the number of boxers. “White

Collar” boxing is a business. 

Is it any wonder that schism is in the air? Who

will get their cards?

The Boddyman

- BOXNATION

Chisora v Fury

Who’s going to get their cards?
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Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

GREEN BADGE
PROMOTIONS IS THE
CLOSEST YOU CAN
GET TO HAVING A
COMPANY BENEFIT
SCHEME BEING SELF
EMPLOYED

izettle chip & pin for smart phones £49.
Just Taxis receive 10% off servicing + 5% off all other work
carried out.
Insure your cab at Cabsurance, free legal valued at £45 & £30
voucher off home insurance.
Taxi finance from 5.9%.
Hale taxi meter £89.
Bespoke TX Back to invoice Gap Insurance.
Corporate rates for all attractions & theatre.
Clients of Martin Cordell, £10 discount when joining Green Badge
Promotions £25 instead of £35

We have many more offers for you to save money: Free Fuel Card:
Gadget Insurance: Holidays: Fashion: Trade Discount for all your
Plumbing, Heating, Bathroom Suites & Electrical: Technology:
Mobiles: Cycles: Sports: Gardening:  

Take a look at www.greenbadgepromotions.co.uk
and see how much you can save!  
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Unbelievable Prices

TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT

TEL: 0207 231 5857

72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES

THE BEST 
KEBAB
118 Old Street,

Open until 3am

Heart Tests For London Taxi Drivers 

WOOD STREET
CLINIC

The Heart Centre For London Taxi Drivers

Have You Had Heart Problems?

Do you need an Exercise Test  and / or Echocardiogram
(to measure LVEF) for LtpH?

We can help with our fast, efficient service and special
low rates for London’s taxi drivers

We are now providing stress Echocardiography
(functional testing) when required.

We understand that your living can depend on these tests

Contact us now on
The Wood Street Clinic
133 Wood Street
Barnet, Herts EN5 4BX
Telephone : 0208 449 7656    
www.woodstreetclinic.com  or
enquiries@woodstreetclinic.com

£1
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@WoodStClinic

CHICKEN / LAMB / MIX GRILLS
All served with rice / salad

Fresh & Healthy
0207 336 7036






